... and we don’t know how to keep these things from happening in the future.

What do you think would help you get closer to each other as a family?
Son, we spoke to Mr. Aston and we realized that we shall spend more time together, just the three of us. We'll go on a family trip next week.

James, you are not on mute!
MOMMY GAVE ME A GOODNIGHT KISS
AND TUCKED ME IN
James, open up, please! Is everything alright?
Dear parents,
Bullying at our children’s school is an issue.
Let’s come together, to see what we can do about it, as parents.
I had to move schools because of mean classmates...

I also suffer because of bullying...

I lost my sister to suicide. She couldn’t take the bullying anymore.

I need a wheelchair to move around. One day, my bullies unscrewed the wheels and I fell...
I need to clear my head, I’ll go for a walk.
Mr. Aston.
So good to see you!

You have probably heard about all the memes with my face on them. I received so many messages from other students being bullied at school and I want to do something about it. Maybe creating an anonymous chat for everyone to exchange experiences?

This sounds like a great idea!
bullying@school is a channel to share your bullying experiences and how you managed to make it stop. It should be a safe space for everyone to exchange stories and feel understood.

HOT POSTS

james_jones
36 new messages

Hi James

Your channel got 96 new followers

bullying@school
97 members 25 online

bullying@school is a channel to share your bullying experiences and how you managed to make it stop. It should be a safe space for everyone to exchange stories and feel understood.
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HOT POSTS

teddy_421
I can absolutely relate to the stories shared here. Sometimes I don’t even want to get out of bed in the morning and get ready for school out of fear of being bullied another time.

no_more_bullying
Agreed.